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Abstract
The novel symmetric squarylium derivative SQ-1 has been synthesized and tested for its sensitivity to the formation of protein–lipid
complexes. SQ-1 binding to the model membranes composed of zwitterionic lipid phosphatidylcholine (PC) and its mixtures with anionic lipid
cardiolipin (CL) in different molar ratios was found to be controlled mainly by hydrophobic interactions. Lysozyme (Lz) and ribonuclease A
(RNase) exerted an influence on the probe association with lipid vesicles resulting presumably from the competition between SQ-1 and the
proteins for bilayer free volume and modification of its properties. The magnitude of this effect was much higher for lysozyme which may stem
from the amphipathy of protein α-helix involved in the membrane binding. Varying membrane composition provides evidence for the dye
sensitivity to both hydrophobic and electrostatic protein–lipid interactions. Fluorescence anisotropy studies uncovered the restriction of SQ-1
rotational mobility in lipid environment in the presence of Lz and RNase being indicative of the incorporation of the proteins into bilayer interior.
The results of binding, fluorescence quenching and kinetic experiments suggested lysozyme-induced local lipid demixing upon protein association
with negatively charged membranes with threshold concentration of CL for the lipid demixing being 10 mol%.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Molecular organization and physicochemical characteristics
of biological membranes are influenced by a variety of factors,
particularly, by the protein–lipid interactions. Several lines of
evidence indicate that peptides and proteins can exert effect on
the interfacial electrostatic properties [1,2], degree of phospholipid hydration [3–5], conformation and dynamics of phosphorAbbreviations: NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; ESR, electron spin
resonance; CD, circular dichroism; IR, infrared; PC, egg yolk phosphatidylcholine; CL, cardiolipin; Lz, hen egg white lysozyme; RNase, bovine pancreatic
ribonuclease A; RNA, ribonucleic acid; DSC, differential scanning calorimetry;
PA, phosphatidic acid; FRET, fluorescence resonance energy transfer; PG,
phosphatidylglycerol; L:P, lipid-to-protein molar ratio; L:D, lipid-to-dye molar
ratio; DPH, 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene.
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ylcholine group [6,7] and glycerol backbone [8,9]. To address
this issue a number of powerful physical techniques have been
employed, including NMR [6,7], ESR [4,9], Raman, CD, infrared and fluorescent spectroscopy [3,5,8]. While light scattering hampers CD measurements, Raman spectroscopy misses
sensitivity and water absorption affects IR spectra, fluorescence
spectroscopy offers rapid, easily-performed, highly sensitive
detection relatively independent of the aforesaid processes
which limit the use of the other spectroscopic techniques. Little
or no damage to the examined sample, requirement of material
small amounts, simplicity in methodology, and involvement of
relatively inexpensive instrumentation make fluorometry one of
the most widely used research tools. The use of specific fluorophores allowed shedding light upon molecular mechanisms of
protein–lipid interactions [10–15], protein-induced bilayer
reorganizations [16–18], conformational rearrangements of
membrane-bound proteins [19,20], structural characterization
of protein–lipid complexes and protein orientation in membrane
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plane [21–25], and membrane role in physiological and pathological processes [26–29]. Of particular interest in this context
are the probes whose absorption and fluorescence spectra do not
overlap with those of the protein or lipid membrane constituents,
so that there is no need for correction of fluorescence data for the
inner filter and reabsorption [30]. Promising in this respect is the
group of squarylium dyes offering a substantial advantage over
commonly used dyes due to their absorbance and fluorescence in
so-called optical window (600–900 nm) where biological macromolecules are spectroscopically silent. Our previous studies
revealed one prospective squarylium probe, largely sensitive to
modification of the membrane structure and physical state
caused by hydrophobic protein–lipid interactions [31]. To the
best of our knowledge, it was one of a few reports about the
squaraine probe behavior in highly organized media such as
membrane systems. Squarylium dyes have attracted attention
mainly because of their potential applications in photoconductor
photoreceptor [32], photodynamic therapy [33], optical recording media [34], nonlinear optics [35], and organic solar cells
[36]. However, these dyes so far remain poorly examined from
the viewpoint of their sensitivity to membrane processes, including protein–lipid interactions. The present study was
undertaken to fill this gap. A new squaraine derivative SQ-1,
1,3-disubstituted product synthesized by condensing one equivalent of squaric acid with two equivalents of various types of
electron donating carbocycles and heterocycles such as azulene,
pyrroles or heterocyclic methylene bases in an azeotropic
solvent system, was tested for its sensitivity to the formation of
protein–lipid complexes. At the first step of the present study the
dye partitioning into the model membranes composed of
zwitterionic lipid phosphatidylcholine (PC) and its mixtures
with anionic lipid cardiolipin (CL) has been examined. Second
step of the study was aimed at evaluating the SQ-1 applicability
to monitor the protein-induced changes in lipid bilayer properties. Two single-domain globular proteins, lysozyme (Lz) and
ribonuclease A (RNase), whose structure, physicochemical
properties and lipid-associating ability are well-characterized to
this moment, were chosen as component of the model membrane
systems. These proteins are known to be involved in a great
number of cellular processes [37–41]. It is becoming widely
recognized that central to the functional activities of Lz
and RNase is their interactions with membranes. Lysozyme, a
hydrolytic enzyme displaying antimicrobial, antitumor and
immune modulatory activities has long been a focus of extensive
research efforts in numerous fields of inquiry. Lysozyme catalyzes hydrolysis of the β-(1,4)-glycosidic linkage between Nacetylglucosamine and muramic acid of the peptidoglycan layer
in the bacterial cell wall, thereby promoting cell aggregation and
loss of their viability [37]. Accumulating evidence indicates that
not only catalytic but also membranotropic properties of lysozyme may account for its bactericidal action [39]. It may be
supposed that Lz penetration into the lipid bilayer is responsible
for its antimicrobial activity against Gram-positive bacteria. It
was shown that Lz increased 22Na+ permeability of negatively
charged vesicles, indicating protein-induced perturbation of
lipid bilayer [42]. Ribonuclease A is known mainly for its
ability to catalyze the cleavage of single-stranded RNA to yield

pyrimidine-2′,3′-cyclic phosphates that are subsequently hydrolyzed to 3′-nucleotides [43]. However, RNase was also
reported to interact with the lipid bilayer [44]. Furthermore,
utilizing a membrane fraction from hen oviduct, it was found that
oligosaccharide–lipid appeared to be a substrate for the glycosylation of ribonuclease A [45]. Along with the conventional
functioning, Lz and RNase are involved in pathogenic processes
connected with the membrane-initiated and -modulated formation of protein amyloid-like structures which accompany a
number of so-called conformational diseases including neurological disorders (Parkinson's, Alzheimer's and Huntington's
diseases), type II diabetes, spongiform encephalopathies, systemic amyloidosis, etc. [46–52]. All above rationales strongly
substantiate the necessity of gaining further insight into
molecular details of membrane interactions of Lz and RNase.
The choice of PC and CL as lipid components of the examined
model systems was dictated by the following reasons. PC is a
main component of the most biological membranes. The use of
CL as anionic phospholipid seems to be of interest in two main
aspects. First, the specificity of Lz–CL interactions. Early ESR
studies showed that among the anionic lipids, Lz has the highest
affinity for CL with protein selectivity decreasing in the order
CL N PG N PS [3]. Second, CL is a membrane constituent of
Gram-positive bacteria [53] where Lz exerts its antimicrobial
action.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
Egg yolk phosphatidylcholine and beef heart cardiolipin were
purchased from Biolek (Kharkov, Ukraine). Both phospholipids
gave single spots by thin layer chromatography in the solvent
system chloroform:methanol:acetic acid:water, 25:15:4:2, v/v.
Chicken egg white lysozyme was from Sigma (St. Louis, MO,
USA). Bovine pancreatic ribonuclease A was from Reanal
(Hungary). All other chemicals were of analytical grade.
2.2. Synthesis of SQ-1
2.2.1. Preparation of starting compound 2
The starting compound 2 was prepared according modified
procedure [54] by the quaternization of 2,3,3-trimethyl-benzo
[e]indole (1) with molar excess of 1-bromobutane (Fig. 1, A).
2 g (0.0096 mol) 2,3,3-trimethyl-benzo[e]indole (1) and 2.63 g
(2.1 ml, 0.0192 mol) 1-bromobutane were vigorously stirred
and heated to 100 °C for 1 h on an oil bath. After cooling to
room temperature 20 ml acetone was added. The formed precipitate was suction filtered and dried in a desiccator. Yield 3.2 g
(96%). The derived compound is highly hygroscopic and was
used without further purification.
2.2.2. Synthesis of the squarylium dye SQ-1
The appropriate squarylium dye SQ-1 (Fig. 1, B) was synthesized according to slightly modified known procedure [55] by
the condensation of two fold excess of intermediate 2 and squaric
acid in the presence of N-ethyl-diisopropylamine as a basic
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(pH 7.4) at room temperature to yield final lipid concentration
10 mM. Thereafter lipid suspensions were extruded through a
100 nm pore size polycarbonate filter (Nucleopore, Pleasanton,
CA ). The phospholipid concentration was determined according to the procedure of Bartlett [57].
2.4. 1H NMR spectroscopy and elemental analysis
Melting point was determined on a Kofler apparatus and is
uncorrected. 1H NMR spectra was obtained on a Bruker 250 MHz
instrument in DMSO-d6. 2,3,3-Trimethyl-benzo[e]indole (1),
N-ethyl-diisopropylamine, squaric acid (3) and bromopropane
are commercial products and were used as supplied.
2.5. Absorbance and fluorescence measurements

Fig. 1. Preparation of starting compound 2 (A) and synthesis of symmetric
squarylium dye SQ-1 (B).

reagent. 0.73 g (0.0021 mol) 1-butyl-2,3,3-trimethyl-benzo[e]
indolium bromide, 0.11 g (0.001 mol) squaric acid, 0.3 ml Nethyl-diisopropylamine, and mixture of n-butanol:benzene = 4:1
were mixed in a round-bottomed flask, fitted with magnetical
stirrer, reflux condenser and Dean–Stark trap. The reaction
mixture was heated under reflux for 9 h with permanent removing
of the separated water. After concentration under reduced pressure
to half of the initial volume 20 ml diethyl ether was added. The
formed precipitate was suction filtered and air dried. The target
dye was purified by flash chromatography (methylene chloride/
isopropanole = 5:1) and with subsequent recrystallization from
ethanol. Yield 0.32 g (47%). The chemical structure and the purity
of the derived dye were confirmed by 1H NMR spectroscopy and
elemental analysis. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, δ(ppm)): 0.93–1.023 q
(6H, 2 × CH3), 1.39–1.48 m (4H, 2 × CH2), 1.69–1.79 m (4H,
2 × CH2), 1.96 s (12H, 4 × CH3), 4.22 t (4H, 2 × NCH2), 5.88 s
(2H, 2 × CH), 7.42–8.24 m (12H, Ar). Elemental analysis for
C42H44N2O2·1.5H2O: calc.: C 79.34%, H 7.45%, N 4.41%;
found: C 80.08%, 7.10%, N 4.90%. Mp 272–274 °C.
2.3. Preparation of lipid vesicles
Unilamellar lipid vesicles composed of pure PC and PC
mixtures with 2.5, 5 or 10 mol% CL were prepared by the
extrusion method [56]. Appropriate amounts of lipid stock
solutions were mixed in ethanol, evaporated to dryness under a
gentle nitrogen stream, and then left under reduced pressure for
1.5 h to remove any residual solvent. The obtained thin lipid
films were hydrated with 1.2 ml of 5 mM Na-phosphate buffer

Absorbance and fluorescence measurements were performed
at 20 °C with CM 2203 spectrofluorimeter equipped with magnetically stirred, thermostated cuvette holder (SOLAR, Belarus).
SQ-1 absorption spectrum was recorded in ethanol, and the
concentration of probe ethanolic stock solution was determined
using the molar absorptivity ε663 = 2.3 × 105 M− 1cm− 1. SQ-1
was used in micromolar concentrations to prevent the dye
aggregation. Emission spectra of SQ-1 were recorded in ethanol,
buffer and liposomal suspension with excitation wavelength at
660 nm. Excitation and emission band passes were set at 5 nm.
Dye fluorescence spectra were recorded at lipid:dye molar ratio
varying from 0 to 347.
Steady-state fluorescence anisotropy measurements were
performed using excitation and emission wavelengths of 660
and 683 nm, respectively. Excitation and emission slit widths
were 10 nm. To incorporate SQ-1 into the model membranes dye–
lipid mixtures were incubated for 30 min at room temperature.
Fluorescence quenching experiments were performed with
the anionic water soluble quencher iodide. Small aliquots (20 μl)
of iodide stock solution (3 M) prepared in 5 mM Na-phosphate
buffer (pH 7.4) were added to a stirred and temperature-controlled dye–lipid or dye–lipid–protein mixtures. Ionic strength
was kept constant (0.2 M) with the use of KCl. Iodide oxidation
was prevented by adding 0.5 M sodium thiosulfate to yield
Na2S2O3:I− molar ratio 8:1. The data of the quenching experiments were analyzed according to Stern–Volmer equation [30]:
Io
¼ 1 þ kq so ¼ 1 þ KSV ½Q
I

ð1Þ

where Io and I are fluorescence intensities recorded in the
absence and presence of a quencher, respectively, kq is the
bimolecular quenching rate constant, τo is the fluorophore
lifetime in the absence of the quencher, KSV is the Stern–Volmer
constant, and [Q] is the quencher concentration.
Fluorescence kinetic experiments were carried out using
excitation and emission wavelengths of 660 and 683 nm, respectively. Excitation and emission slit widths were set at 5 nm.
Dye–lipid and dye–lipid–protein mixtures were incubated for
30 min at room temperature to achieve lipid-to-dye, lipid-tolysozyme and lipid-to-ribonuclease molar ratios 227, 93 and 23,
respectively.
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2.6. Computer-assisted structural analysis

1.58 nm3 and 3 nm3 for PC and CL, respectively [61]. The
volume of the protein phase can be calculated as:

Three-dimensional crystal structures of chicken egg white
lysozyme and bovine pancreatic ribonuclease A were generated
by WebLab ViewerPro Trial 37 software using the Protein Data
Bank files [58,59]. Lysozyme helical wheel presentation was
performed by means of WinPep version 3.01.

VP ¼ NA CP mP

3. Theory
3.1. Partition model
When the probe binds either to the lipid vesicles or to the
protein molecule its total concentration in the sample (Ztot) can
be represented as:
Ztot ¼ Zf þ ZL;P

ð2Þ

where Zf stands for the probe concentration free in bulk solution, ZL, ZP are concentrations of the dye, incorporated into the
model membranes or bound to the protein, respectively.
The coefficients of dye partitioning into the lipid (KPL) or
protein phases (KPP) can be written as [60]:
KP ¼

ZL;P Vw
Zf VL;P

ð3Þ

or
ZL;P

VL;P
¼ Zf KPL;PP
Vw

ð4Þ

here Vw, VL, VP are the volumes of the aqueous, and lipid or
protein phases, respectively. Given that under the employed
experimental conditions the volumes of lipid and protein phases
are much less than the total volume of the system Vt, we assume
that Vw ≈ Vt dm3.
It is easy to show that:
Ztot
Zf ¼
1 þ KPL;PP VL;P

ð5Þ

SQ-1 fluorescence intensity measured at certain lipid or
protein concentration can be derived from the following
expression:
I ¼ af Zf þ aL;P ZL;P ¼ Zf ðaf þ aL;P KPL;PP VL;P Þ

ð6Þ

where af, aL, aP represent molar fluorescence of SQ-1 free in
solution, and in the lipid or protein environment, respectively.
Inserting Eq. (5) into Eq. (6) one obtains:
I¼

Ztot ðaf þ aL;P KPL;PP VL;P Þ
1 þ KPL;PP VL;P

ð7Þ

The volume of lipid phase can be determined from:
VL ¼ NA CL

X

mi f i

ð8Þ

where CL is the molar lipid concentration, fi is mole fraction of
the i-th bilayer constituent, νi is its molecular volume taken as

ð9Þ

where CP is the protein molar concentration, and νP is the
volume of fully hydrated protein molecules taken as 2.46 nm3
for Lz and 3.05 nm3 for RNase [62]. By examining the fluorescence intensity increase on the probe association with lipids
or proteins as a function of lipid or protein concentration the
values of KPL and KPP can be derived from Eq. (7).
Similarly, it can be shown that when the probe partitions into
protein–lipid system the relationship between its partition coefficients and detected fluorescence intensity can be represented
by the following expression:
I¼

Ztot ðaf þ aL KPL VL þ aP KPP VP Þ
1 þ KPL VL þ KPP VP

ð10Þ

Within the present work the contribution of af appeared to be
negligibly small, since as indicated below SQ-1 is nearly
nonfluorescent in aqueous phase.
The fitting procedure involved minimization of the following
error function:
v2 ¼

N
1X
ðI−Itheor Þ2
N i¼1

ð11Þ

here N is the number of experimental data points and Itheor is
SQ-1 fluorescence intensity calculated numerically from the
equations underlying the partition model employed.
3.2. Quantum yield calculation
SQ-1 quantum yield (QSQ−1) was estimated using Cy5 as a
standard (QCy5 = 0.28 [63]) according to the relationship:
QSQ−1 ¼

QCy5 ð1  10−ACy−5 ÞSSQ−1
ð1  10−ASQ−1 ÞSCy5

ð12Þ

where ACy5 and ASQ-1 stand for the absorbance at the excitation
wavelength of Cy5 and SQ-1, respectively, SCy5 and SSQ-1 are
the integrated areas of fluorescence spectra of Cy5 and SQ-1,
respectively.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Spectral properties of SQ-1
As seen in Fig. 1, B, SQ-1 is a symmetric squarylium dye
with the central squarate bridge which stabilizes dye chain and
helps to increase photostability. Two long butyl tails C4H9
connected to nitrogen atoms at the end of the chromophore
provide SQ-1 solubility in ethanol and prevent dye aggregation.
SQ-1 is zwitterionic probe with positive charge on the nitrogen
atom and negative charge on the oxygen one. The dye is
characterized by broad absorbance spectrum in the range 550–
700 nm with the major peak at 662 nm and the minor one at
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614 nm (Fig. 2). SQ-1 was found to exhibit very weak fluorescence in buffer and strong emission in ethanol with strictly
defined maximum at 683 nm (Fig. 2). It is also worth noting that
the Stokes shift between the SQ-1 absorption and emission
spectra in ethanol is relatively small (21 nm) which may indicate that the ground-state and excited-state dipole moments do
not significantly differ [30].
4.2. Binding studies
SQ-1 binding to the lipid vesicles is followed by significant
increase in fluorescence intensity (Fig. 3, A) and quantum yield
from 0.19 for the free dye to 0.57 for lipid-bound SQ-1, while
emission maximum was close to that in ethanol (∼ 683 nm), and
virtually independent on lipid concentration. This makes SQ-1
an ideal choice as a membrane probe. The enhancement of SQ-1
fluorescence (or quantum yield) in liposomal suspension can be
explained by two main factors: (i) the dye transfer to the lipid
environment of reduced polarity, and (ii) immobilization of the
probe molecules within the lipid bilayer resulting in strongly
hindered fluorophore rotation [30,64]. Interestingly, increasing
the membrane surface charge by varying cardiolipin (CL) content exerted insignificant effect on the SQ-1 spectral behavior in
lipid system (Fig. 3, B) suggesting that dye-membrane association is controlled mainly by hydrophobic interactions. This
fact and zwitterionic nature of SQ-1 allowed us to make conclusion about the dye location. It seems likely that zwitterionic in
nature SQ-1 chromophore resides in the polar membrane region
(approximately at the level of phosphates) while two butyl tails
penetrate the hydrophobic region of bilayer and are oriented
parallel to the lipid acyl chains. To derive the dye partition
coefficients for different lipid systems the experimental dependencies I(CL) presented in Fig. 3, B were approximated by
Eq. (7). The results obtained (Table 1) corroborate the idea that
dye–lipid binding is governed by hydrophobic interactions as
can be judged from the higher partition coefficient into PC
vesicles relative to CL-containing membranes. One may conclude that increasing values of KPL with the increasing concentration of anionic lipid contradict this statement, but, apparently,

Fig. 2. SQ-1 fluorescence and absorption (shown in inset) spectra.

Fig. 3. SQ-1 emission spectra in suspension of PC liposomes (A), and isotherms
of SQ-1 binding to PC and PC:CL model membranes (B). Probe concentration
was 1.4 μM. Solid lines represent theoretical curves providing the best fit.

the point involves CL effect on the molecular organization of the
membrane. According to the studies of Shibata et al. [65], CL is
capable to reduce liposome water permeability associated with
the bilayer stabilization, the magnitude of this effect increasing
with CL content. Probably, this may favor the partitioning of the
water insoluble SQ-1 into the membrane.
SQ-1 binding to Lz and RNase resulted in low fluorescence
intensity of the probe with the maximum position at 683 nm.
Binding isotherms are presented in Fig. 4. SQ-1 binding to Lz
and RNase is also mostly hydrophobic because it is expected
that forming of electrostatic contacts is not inherent to the
zwitterionic dye. SQ-1 partition coefficients into protein phase
(KPP) were determined by the approximation of the experimental curves I(CP) (Fig. 4) by Eq. (7). The obtained results
(Table 1) suggest that SQ-1 affinity for RNase is much greater
than that for Lz. Notably, KPP is comparable in magnitude with
KPL, but molar fluorescence of SQ-1 in the protein phase is
much smaller than that in the lipid phase (Table 1). This may be
a consequence of the quenching of dye fluorescence by certain
protein moieties and lower degree of SQ-1 immobilization
within the protein matrix.
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4.3. Protein effect on SQ-1 partitioning into the lipid bilayer
The next step of the study was focused on characterization of
SQ-1 behavior in the protein–lipid systems. Addition of Lz and
RNase to liposomal suspension resulted in the decreased fluorescence intensity of SQ-1 compared to the dye emission in the
absence of the proteins (Figs. 3, B and 5). A question arises
whether the observed fluorescence changes are caused exclusively by the dye redistribution between the lipid and protein
phases. To answer this question it seemed reasonable to quantitatively analyze the dye partitioning into the protein–lipid
systems. If only dye redistribution influences SQ-1 emission
then measurable fluorescence intensity can be described by
Eq. (10). However, as seen in Fig. 6, there is a noticeable
discrepancy between theoretical curves calculated from Eq. (10)
using KPL and KPP given in Table 1, and the experimental data.
This implies that SQ-1 redistribution between protein and lipid
phases cannot be considered as the only reason for the observed
effects. It seems highly probable that Lz and RNase induce some
bilayer perturbations which affect SQ-1 partition into the lipid
phase. In this case Eq. (10) takes the form:
I¼

⁎
Ztot ða⁎
L KPL VL þ aP KPP VP Þ
⁎ VL þ KPP VP
1 þ KPL

ð13Þ

where asterisk allows for the possibility that the partition coefficients and molar fluorescence in the lipidic environment are
influenced by protein–lipid interactions. Approximation of the
experimental curves by Eq. (13) allowed us to recover the values
* and a*L. As seen in Table 1, RNase reduces the values of
of KPL
SQ-1 partition coefficients in all examined lipid systems. Similar
in sign but more pronounced in magnitude change was induced
by Lz in PC, PC:CL (39:1) and PC:CL (19:1) bilayers.
* values should be considered as
Importantly, the recovered KPL
reflecting not only modification of bilayer properties per se, but
also competition between the dye and the protein for bilayer free
volume. Proteins' embedment into lipid bilayer may prevent the
probe insertion into the membrane interior. RNase exerts less
pronounced effect because its ability to penetrate the bilayer is

Table 1
Parameters of SQ-1 partitioning into lipid, protein and protein–lipid systems
System

Partition
coefficient

Molar fluorescence,
M− 1

χ2

PC

2030 ± 325
951 ± 79
1057 ± 91
939 ± 97
331 ± 23
842 ± 86
1079 ± 147
545 ± 72
701 ± 80
1468 ± 205
1933 ± 187
1305 ± 401
876 ± 74
2375 ± 271

3.3 × 107 ± 510
9.8 × 107 ± 906
4.1 × 107 ± 215
7.5 × 107 ± 643
10.1 × 107 ± 1030
8.1 × 107 ± 410
6.4 × 107 ± 327
8.4 × 107 ± 807
7.6 × 107 ± 374
3.7 × 107 ± 462
5.9 × 107 ± 334
4.4 × 107 ± 301
1.9 × 105 ± 247
9.6 × 104 ± 103

0.23
0.18
0.97
0.57
0.14
0.29
1.21
0.14
0.36
0.74
0.15
0.61
0.74
0.35

No protein
Lz
RNase
PC:CL (39:1) No protein
Lz
RNase
PC:CL (19:1) No protein
Lz
RNase
PC:CL (9:1) No protein
Lz
RNase
Lz
No lipid
RNase

Fig. 4. Fluorescence changes of SQ-1 on the formation of protein–dye
complexes. The dye concentration was 1.4 μM. Solid lines represent theoretical
curves providing the best fit.

lower than that of Lz. Several lines of evidence from microelectrophoresis, dialysis [42], X-ray diffraction [66], fluorescence polarization [67], surface pressure [68] and isothermal
calorimetry [69] measurements strongly emphasize the importance of hydrophobic interactions in lysozyme binding to the
phospholipid membranes. According to pioneering classification of Papahadjopoulos, RNase-membrane binding was
thought to be mediated only by electrostatic interactions or
specific bonds involving non-charged polar groups [70]. The
same conclusion has been made on the basis of early permeability studies [42]. However, later results from highly
sensitive DSC proved RNase penetration into the lipid phase
[71]. Cumulatively, it appears that interactions of soluble
proteins like Lz and RNase with the lipid membranes involve
two major steps. In a first step, binding is initiated primarily by
electrostatic attraction of the cationic protein to the anionic
membrane. Next, coverage-dependent penetration of protein
molecules into nonpolar bilayer region occurs, followed by
interdependent structural alterations of protein and lipid species.
The results obtained in the present work also suggest that both
hydrophobic and electrostatic protein–lipid interactions may
manifest themselves in the change of SQ-1 partition behavior. In
⁎ was greater than
particular, in the system PC:CL (9:1) + Lz KPL
(Table 1). One possible explanation for this effect involves local
lipid demixing upon Lz adsorption on the surface of oppositely
charged membranes — charged lipids move toward the protein–
lipid binding site in order to minimize the electrostatic free
energy of binding. Principle possibility of such effect was
demonstrated in DSC study which revealed lateral phase separation in PC:PA vesicles [72]. As followed from our FRET
experiments lysozyme binding to the model membranes
composed of PC and PG (33 mol%) gave rise to the formation
of lipid domains rich in either PC or PG molecules (data not
shown). Probably, at CL content 10 mol% electrostatic protein–
lipid interactions are strong enough for the lipid segregation to
begin — protein binding leads to the formation of membrane
domains that consist from the protein and oppositely charged
lipid CL. These domains coexist with lysozyme-poor regions
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(L:D) ca. 200. In the absence of protein saturable binding was
found at L:D a. 260 (Fig. 3, B). Similarity in these values may be
regarded as additional arguments in favor of lipid demixing,
starting point for which is approximately L:P ∼ 80. At L:P b 80
the contribution of electrostatic component of protein–lipid
binding is less significant than that of hydrophobic interactions,
because bilayer surface potential is significantly reduced. In this
case lateral reorganization of membrane into the domains does
not produce a considerable change in the electrostatic free
energy, and domain formation is energetically unfavorable. At
higher L:P values (N150), when lipid is in excess, protein neutralization of membrane potential is insufficient for overcoming the electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged lipid
headgroups, so segregation again becomes unfavorable [73].
Another noteworthy observation concerns the increase of the
dye molar fluorescence in the presence of proteins. The changes
in this parameter reflect the alterations in the polarity and
relaxation characteristics of probe surroundings. Rise in the
magnitude of a⁎L is most likely to originate from the protein-

Fig. 5. Lysozyme (A) and ribonuclease A (B) effect on SQ-1 association with
lipid vesicles. Fluorescence intensity was measured at 683 nm. The protein
concentrations were 4.8 μM (Lz), 11 μM (RNase). SQ-1 concentration was
1.4 μM. Solid lines represent theoretical curves providing the best fit.

which contain a much smaller fraction of charged phospholipids and are formed mainly by PC molecules. This process
gains importance with the increase of anionic lipid content and
strengthening of the electrostatic protein–lipid interactions. Lzinduced lipid demixing will probably result in the probe lateral
redistribution in the bilayer plane. Hydrophobic SQ-1 would
prefer PC-rich domains since the highest value of its partition
coefficient was observed for the neutral bilayer, while Lz tends
to reside in CL-rich regions. This assumption is corroborated by
the observation that upon addition of Lz to PC:CL (9:1) liposomes the dye partition coefficient approaches the values of KPL
in the neat PC bilayer. Importantly, the process of lipid demixing
is controlled by the lipid-to-protein molar ratio (L:P). Lipid-tolysozyme ratios employed in our binding studies fall in the range
of 17–133. Membrane domain formation gains significance
most likely starting from L:P ∼ 80, since at lower L:P values
electrostatic interactions may compete with hydrophobic ones.
Moreover, at this point experimental curves tend to reach the
plateau region (Fig. 5, A) corresponding to nearly complete dye
partitioning into lipid phase observed at lipid-to-dye molar ratio

Fig. 6. Distribution of SQ-1 between the lipidic and protein phases: lysozyme
(A), ribonuclease A (B). Simulation curves were calculated under the assumption
that the parameters KPL and aL are not influenced by protein–lipid interactions.
Concentrations used are: SQ-1 — 1.4 μM, Lz — 4.8 μM, RNase — 11 μM.
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induced bilayer dehydration [74]. Again, Lz effect on the probe
molar fluorescence was more pronounced compared to RNase,
suggesting that the degree of membrane binding of the former
protein and extent of subsequent bilayer reorganization is much
higher.
4.4. Fluorescence anisotropy studies
To prove that SQ-1 localizes in the bilayer hydrophobic
region and responds to the protein incorporation into the membrane, the fluorescence anisotropy measurements have been
made. According to the Perrin's concept of rotational depolarization of a fluorophore, the fluorescence anisotropy is
correlated with fluidity (or, inversely, microviscosity) of a
membrane [30,64]. To determine membrane microviscosity the
measured fluorescence anisotropy is compared with the known
viscosity of reference solvent [30]. In addition, anisotropy measurements provide information about rotational diffusive
motions, the size and shape of macromolecules and intermolecular interactions. While interpreting the anisotropy changes of
membrane probes, one should bear in mind that anisotropy
values do not in fact accurately reflect the rate of fluorophore
rotation in the bilayer, but rather express the extent of the
restrictions imposed by the anisotropic lipid environment on the
probe motions [64]. Moreover, the terms membrane “fluidity” or
“microviscosity” cannot be strictly defined because of highly
anisotropic nature of a lipid bilayer whose dynamic properties
are controlled by translational, rotational, orientational, and
conformational (intramolecular) degrees of freedom of lipid
molecules [75]. Since the obligatory prerequisite for all types of
motions is the existence of bilayer free volume, it was proposed
to use the term “free volume” as more correct than the term
“microviscosity” [76]. The membrane free volume characterizes
the difference between the effective and van der Waals volumes
of lipid molecules. Packing constraints and thermal motion
cause trans-gauche isomerization of acyl chains, thereby
producing dynamic, short-lived defects (kinks) in the hydrocarbon core. A local free volume is generated in a bilayer due to
lateral displacement of hydrocarbon chain on the kink formation.
SQ-1 anisotropy remained virtually unchanged upon Lz and
RNase association with PC bilayers (Fig. 7). Despite the results
of binding experiments presented here are suggestive of
hydrophobic interactions of these proteins with uncharged
membranes, SQ-1 anisotropy appeared insensitive to proteininduced modification of PC bilayer. Notably, DPH also didn't
respond to Lz association with neutral bilayers [77]. As seen in
Fig. 7, incorporation of the proteins into CL-containing model
membranes in the majority of cases brings about the increase of
SQ-1 fluorescence anisotropy. These changes most probably
result from the restrictions of the probe rotation induced by the
reduction of the membrane free volume upon the penetration of
Lz and RNase into the bilayer hydrophobic region. Besides, as
indicated above, the binding of these proteins may give rise to
bilayer dehydration. Removal of water enhances the interactions between lipid molecules and increases ordering of lipid
headgroups [78]. Restrictions imposed by increased packing
density of lipid headgroups inhibit the probe photoisomeriza-

Fig. 7. Fluorescence anisotropy of SQ-1 in protein–lipid systems at varying
protein concentrations: lysozyme (A), ribonuclease A (B). Lipid and probe
concentrations were 0.08 mM and 1.5 μM, respectively.

tion and also may hinder its rotation [79–81]. Importantly, SQ-1
anisotropy increases with protein concentration and CL content.
This finding implies that enhancement of electrostatic component of protein–lipid binding strengthens the hydrophobic interactions of the proteins with the acyl chains of lipid molecules.
Again, the magnitude of the observed effects was greater for
lysozyme suggesting higher extent of protein–lipid binding and
subsequent bilayer perturbation. Interestingly, the maximum
SQ-1 anisotropy increase (about two-fold) was observed in the
system Lz + PC:CL (9:1). Obviously, not only lipid ordering
results in such significant anisotropy change. Restrictions of
the probe rotation may be also caused by Lz aggregation. Our
previous studies provided the arguments in favor of protein
oligomerization in the lipid environment [Gorbenko, Ioffe,
and Kinnunen, to be published]. In brief, based on the results of
binding studies, DPH anisotropy measurements and protein
intrinsic fluorescence quenching, it was concluded that Lz association with the lipid vesicles is followed by the formation of
protein aggregates between bilayer-embedded protein molecules. If this is the case, then protein self-associates would
decrease membrane free volume to a higher extent than monomeric species leading to more significant ordering of lipid
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molecules and restrictions of SQ-1 rotation. This suggestion is
also corroborated by the considerations of protein–lipid geometry and stoichiometry. Theoretical saturation coverage of
the lipid vesicle by Lz molecules corresponds to L:P ratio
ca. 40, or Lo:P ∼ 20 (Lo is the concentration of lipids in the outer
monolayer accessible to lysozyme binding), with the protein
cross-section and mean area of phospholipid headgroup taken
as 13.5 nm2 and 0.65 nm2, respectively [61,62]. Lo:P values
employed in our anisotropy measurements range from 8 to 32. It
might be expected that at Lo:P b 20 the membrane is fully
covered with the protein, and subsequent increase in protein
concentration and lowering the Lo:P values up to 8 results in Lz
adsorption onto the protein monolayer which stretches along the
bilayer surface, initiating the aggregation of membrane-bound
protein.
RNase-induced decrease in probe anisotropy in PC:CL (9:1)
vesicles remains unclear. The main causes of fluorescence depolarization include: (i) non-parallel absorption and emission
transition moments, (ii) torsional vibrations, (iii) Brownian
motions, (iv) resonance energy transfer, and (v) decrease in size
of rotating species [30]. However, we do not see any reasons for
the realization of any of these phenomena upon RNase association with PC:CL (9:1) model membranes since the results
presented in the previous and further sections didn't point to any
specific processes occurring between SQ-1, RNase and this type
of bilayer. It is unlikely to be an experimental error because the
measurements were repeated three times. It may be supposed
analogously to Lz that this effect stems from RNase-induced
domain formation since probe anisotropy in PC:CL (9:1) reaches
the values of that measured in the neat PC bilayer, but other
results presented here didn't confirm this suggestion. Substantiation of this viewpoint invites further investigations.
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solve into the second aqueous phase [84]. In the pore mechanism
permeation of ions across a bilayer occurs through transient
defects that are produced by thermal fluctuations [85]. Paula
et al. concluded that the former theory better describes the
permeation of halide ions such chloride, bromide and iodide
across phospholipid bilayers than the pore mechanism [82]. The
detailed consideration of this question is out of the scope of this
manuscript and will be discussed elsewhere. We just postulate
that the probe accessibility to the iodide is not in conflict with the
assumption about SQ-1 location in the bilayer hydrophobic core.
Addition of the proteins resulted in KSV increase in all types
of lipid vesicles for RNase and in PC, PC:CL (39:1) and PC:CL
(19:1) model membranes for Lz (Table 2). The rise in Stern–
Volmer constant is indicative of the protein-induced increase in
probe accessibility to the iodide. This effect may be explained by
the aforesaid competition between SQ-1 and proteins for the
bilayer free volume. Incorporation of the proteins into the membrane hampers SQ-1 partitioning into the lipid phase, so that the
dye tends to reside closer to the membrane surface thereby
becoming more accessible to the iodide. Intriguingly, Lz association with PC:CL (9:1) liposomes resulted in significant KSV
drop. Furthermore, the value of Stern–Volmer constant for this
type of membranes was close to that observed for the neat PC
vesicles. This result provides convincing argument in favor of
the suggestion about Lz-induced lipid demixing and formation
of PC- and CL-rich domains. Importantly, at L:P ratio employed
in the quenching studies (ca. 95) electrostatic lysozyme–lipid
interactions seem to be predominant, providing necessary prerequisite for the lipid segregation — screening the electrostatic
repulsion between charged lipids followed by enhancement of
their attraction and the demixing tendency of the system [73].
4.6. Kinetic studies

4.5. Fluorescence quenching studies
To gain further insight into SQ-1 sensitivity to the protein–
lipid interactions and their consequences we employed fluorescence quenching technique which may provide essential
information on the localization of the fluorophore in the membrane [30,64]. As can be judged from Stern–Volmer constants
presented in Table 2, in the absence of proteins the most effective quenching of SQ-1 fluorescence by iodide was observed in
CL-containing model membranes relative to the neat PC liposomes. Since iodide is a water soluble anionic quencher these
results suggest that in PC bilayer SQ-1 is located deeper than in
PC:CL membranes. It should be noted that though iodide is an
anion it can permeate the membrane [30,64,82]. Several lines
of evidence indicate that iodide quenches the fluorescence of
membrane-buried probes [30,83]. The permeation process by
which ions and small polar molecules cross phospholipid bilayers, is commonly interpreted in terms of two alternative
theories: the solubility–diffusion mechanism and the pore mechanism. According to the solubility–diffusion mechanism, lipid
bilayer is considered as a thin slab of a hydrophobic medium that
separates two aqueous phases and acts as a diffusion barrier. In
order to get from one aqueous phase into the other, the ion must
dissolve into the hydrophobic phase, diffuse across it, and dis-

At the last step of the study it seemed of interest to ascertain
whether Lz and RNase affect the kinetics of SQ-1 association
with lipid vesicles. Kinetic experiments have been made with
PC:CL (9:1) liposomes because the most pronounced effects of
Lz and RNase have been observed for this type of model
membranes. As seen in Fig. 8, addition of the proteins slows
down the probe binding to the lipid bilayer. Quantitatively this
process can be described by the following expression [86]:



t
I ¼ Imax 1−exp −
ð12Þ
seq
where I is the probe fluorescence intensity measured at time t,
Imax denotes the limit SQ-1 fluorescence in the lipid environment,
Table 2
Stern–Volmer constants for quenching of SQ-1 fluorescence by iodide in
different systems
System

No protein

Lz

RNase

χ2

PC
PC:CL (39:1)
PC:CL (19:1)
PC:CL (9:1)

0.58 ± 0.03
1.05 ± 0.05
0.9 ± 0.06
1.47 ± 0.1

1.33 ± 0.06
1.49 ± 0.07
1.25 ± 0.04
0.54 ± 0.02

0.61 ± 0.04
1.36 ± 0.1
1.24 ± 0.04
2.06 ± 0.1

0.5
0.1
0.3
0.1
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Fig. 9. Helical wheel diagram of lysozyme α-helix (residues Thr89–Gly102).
Segregated hydrophobic residues in α-helical conformation are highlighted by
grey shading. Radius of the unshaded sector subtends the protein polar angle.
Fig. 8. Time course of SQ-1 binding to the PC:CL (9:1) lipid membranes in the
absence of proteins. Concentrations used are: SQ-1 — 1.1 μM, lipid —
0.25 mM, Lz — 2.7 μM, RNase — 11 μM.

τeq stands for the characteristic time of approaching the thermodynamic equilibrium. Approximation of the experimental
curves presented in Fig. 8 by the Eq. (12) yielded kinetic
parameters Imax and τeq for lipid and protein–lipid systems. As
seen in Table 3, association of the proteins with the lipid vesicles
was followed by the increase of τeq values. This observation
confirms the idea about the protein–dye competition for free
volume of the lipid phase. In addition, it cannot be excluded that
the probe binding kinetics is influenced by the lysozyme-induced
lipid demixing and the dye lateral diffusion in the bilayer plane
toward the PC-rich domains.
Taken together the results presented here clearly indicate that
lysozyme possesses higher affinity for model membranes and
exerts much more pronounced effect on structure and dynamics of
lipid bilayer compared to ribonuclease A. The observed
phenomenon cannot be interpreted as arising exclusively from
the lower positive charge of the latter protein, since RNase
exhibited weaker association also with the neutral membrane.
What is the reason for the observed high membrane-binding
ability for lysozyme? The answer to this question may lie in the
structural peculiarities of the examined proteins. According to the
theoretical predictions based on mean-field chain packing theory
peptides containing amphipathic α-helices have stronger tendency to adsorb onto the membrane surface and thereafter to selfassociate in membrane-bound state [87]. Analysis of lysozyme
four α-helices showed that the helix including the residues Thr89Gly102 is amphipathic (Fig. 9). This helix belongs to the helixloop-helix domain (87–114 residues of Lz) located at the upper lip
of the protein active site cleft which serves as an anchor upon
lysozyme-membrane binding [39]. In contrast, as can be judged
Table 3
Kinetic parameters of SQ-1 binding to PC:CL (9:1) model membranes
System

Imax

τeq, min

χ2

No protein
+Lz
+RNase

4.6 ± 0.08
13.9 ± 0.5
7.6 ± 0.2

0.98 ± 0.01
10.68 ± 0.1
2.38 ± 0.04

0.06
0.02
0.08

from protein crystal structure, none of RNase α-helices is
amphipathic. This dissimilarity in the structure of the proteins is
likely to determine the higher lipid-associating and lipidmodulating abilities of lysozyme.
5. Conclusions
The present study represents the first report about the behavior of newly synthesized squarylium dye SQ-1 in lipid and
protein–lipid systems. Moreover, the work offers new insights
into the molecular details of lysozyme- and ribonuclease–lipid
interactions. The results obtained indicate that squarylium dye
SQ-1 readily binds to the proteins and model lipid membranes
mainly via hydrophobic interactions. SQ-1 partitioning into
the lipid and protein phases is followed by the increase of its
fluorescence intensity without any shift of emission maximum.
Negligible fluorescence of free SQ-1 and increase in emission
upon binding makes it an ideal candidate for tracing the membrane- and protein-related processes. Lysozyme and ribonuclease were found to make impact on the probe association with
model membranes resulting presumably from the competition
between SQ-1 and the proteins for bilayer free volume and
modification of the membrane structure and dynamical properties. Varying membrane composition provides evidence for the
dye sensitivity to both hydrophobic and electrostatic protein–
lipid interactions. The data presented here demonstrate that
lysozyme affinity for the membrane is much higher than that of
ribonuclease. This effect was supposed to originate mainly from
the amphipathy of Lz α-helix involved in the membrane binding.
Fluorescence anisotropy measurements revealed the restriction of SQ-1 rotational mobility in lipid environment in the
presence of Lz and RNase, thereby providing evidence for
incorporation of the proteins into nonpolar region of lipid bilayer. Furthermore, the magnitude of this effect was found to
increase with protein concentration and CL content. Extremely
high Lz-induced increase in SQ-1 anisotropy in PC:CL (9:1) was
supposed to arise from the aggregation of membrane-bound
protein molecules.
Cumulatively, binding, fluorescence quenching and kinetic
studies allowed us to assume that lysozyme induces lipid segregation upon association with negatively charged membranes
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with threshold concentration of anionic lipid CL for the lipid
demixing being 10 mol%. Furthermore, congregation of lipid
molecules is suggested to occur in strictly defined range of L:P
ratios at which electrostatic protein–lipid interactions essentially
contribute to the protein-membrane binding. Lysozyme-induced
lipid lateral separation in couple with the possibility of protein
aggregation in membrane-bound state may have important
functional implications in view of catalytic, bactericidal and
amyloidogenic actions of this protein. The employment of new
squarylium dye SQ-1 in membrane studies may prove of particular usefulness in monitoring protein–lipid interactions and
related structural reorganization of lipid bilayer.
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